THESE FLOORS BEAR ONE THING
IN PARTICULAR: RESPONSIBILITY.
nora® floor coverings for healthy living
in childcare facilities.

www.nora.com
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Making sure children feel great.
Choosing the right floor covering when equipping childcare facilities is an important factor
for the children’s well-being. Especially in the first years of life, children come in close
contact with the floor when they play, romp or rest. Floor coverings take up the majority of a
room surface and are a determining factor for a positive atmosphere, indoor air quality,
comfort and economic efficiency. With an average durability of far more than 20 years,
nora® floor coverings are an excellent investment in the future. This is just one of the reasons
why they have been the choice of flooring for many childcare facilities around the world for
decades.

With a sense of responsibility
to global market leader:
nora systems GmbH.
When it comes to rubber floor coverings and floor covering systems, we are the market
leader. Around the world, architects, builders, processors and consumers put their trust in us
when it comes to creating healthy and aesthetically pleasing interior design. All nora® floor
coverings are made at our headquarters in Weinheim, Germany and offer valuable
premium quality ‘Made in Germany’. Our systems are available globally from our own 16
sales organisations and in more than 80 countries.
We consistently follow our vision of creating unique and sustainable products for the benefit
of our customers. To ensure this, we put all our innovation spirit into our product development. Furthermore, we accompany our customers in the planning and realisation process as
well as in maintaining the value of the floor coverings.
For us, innovation also includes constant learning - from our customers, the markets and the
ecological development. We take on the responsibility of having a holistic and future-oriented approach and act accordingly. Maybe this is one of the reasons why we have been
enjoying our customers’ trust for more than 70 years.
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gesunde Innenraumluft & Kostenreduzierung
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Childcare facilities | Indoor air quality

Even the Blaue Engel is thrilled about
the great tolerance of our products.
nora® floor coverings promote healthy indoor air.
Today, buildings are increasingly built in a closed manner—almost airtight—to save energy.
This automatically minimises the air exchange and the use of low-emission materials is an
imperative necessity. nora® rubber floor coverings are completely free of PVC, plasticisers
(e.g. phthalates) and halogens (e.g. chlorine). This has been recognised with the award of
the eco-label “Der Blaue Engel ... as low in emissions” as well as other international quality
seals. nora® floor coverings generally do not require any coating. This eliminates the
regular, environmentally-damaging renewal of the coating, which is standard for other
elastic floor coverings.
Emissions can also be the result of installation materials, for example, among other things,
adhesives under the floor covering. We offer you a certified overall system including
qualified installation companies: nora system blue®. This unique composite system has
undergone independent testing, and its tolerability and reliability has been verified with TÜV
certificates. For sustainable environmental and health safety.

nora® floor coverings

nora® installation materials

TÜV-certified Installer

nora system blue®
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The system design:
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1 primer

2 filler
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3 adhesive

4

4 floor covering
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Childcare facilities | Comfort

Even little people have great demands
when it comes to design and comfort.
nora® floor coverings are well suited for use in a child’s environment.
With almost 300 colour shades and a multitude of designs, nora® floor coverings offer
countless imaginative design possibilities for a genuine feel-good atmosphere. Pictures,
patterns, games or guide systems can be supplied as inlays in the floors. Matching accessories complete the visual overall impression and ensure a harmonious interior design.
The tactile properties are also impressive: The floor coverings are cosy and warm for little feet
- even for bare feet - and have a pleasant feel when touched with hands. Little ones can safely
romp and play around - the floor coverings have anti-slip protection and are highly elastic. The
elasticity of the floor covering is especially important to childcare staff, as it is gentle on the
body in times of long standing and lots of walking.
nora® floor coverings absorb noise, promoting a quiet and pleasant atmosphere. Some
coverings, for example the acoustic coverings, have an additional elastic insulation layer,
which ensures increased footstep sound insulation and ensures even better walking comfort.
Perfect for rooms where little ones like to do gymnastics and romp around.
In this way, comfort zones and learning worlds can be created, in which children can move
safely and in which they love to spend time.
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Childcare facilities | Economic efficiency

You can rely on children being
temperamental. And also on the
efficiency of our coverings.
nora® floor coverings permanently save you money.
nora® floor coverings consist through and through of rubber, a very powerful raw material.
The surface of our rubber floorings is post-cured at the factory with nora cleanguard® which
ensures a dense and closed surface. This makes the floor covering particularly resistant
to stains and damages. The floor covering looks like new for many years to come. nora®
rubber floor coverings do not need additional coatings, which would have to be renewed
regularly at great cost. You get a floor covering that will keep its high quality look throughout its life cycle and which can be maintained economically.
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nora systems GmbH
Höhnerweg 2–4 | 69469 Weinheim, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 6201 - 80 66 33
E-Mail: info@nora.com
www.nora.com
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nora flooring systems UK Ltd.
4–5 Allerton Road | Rugby CV23 0PA, Great Britain
Direct Dial Numbers: (01788) 513 160 – 513 169
Fax: (01788) 55 28 12
E-Mail: info-uk@no ra.com
www.nora.com/uk

